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going, and carry you through the many moments in which
it seems simplest to indulge the <c acquisitive " faculties
alone, and give up attempting to say any say of one's own.
There is far too much writing done in the world and
so far too little good and serious reading, that one often
wonders whether it is desirable to make one more of a
flock already too numerous: but yet one can't help wishing
to write a bit if only to have a chance of preaching good
reading—which is what I do in the main—and so the wheel
goes round again. Only I hope very much that you won't
let me bore you with my articles which I have a great dread
of; and that you won't ever feel in the least bound to
acknowledge them., ,.
I am as surprised at your view of Pindar as you are at
mine and should like to talk it over. Surely I cannot be
wrong in thinking that his great characteristic is the way
he subordinates everything to style, which was my point,
His abruptness of which you speak is that of a mountain
peak (has someone said this ?) which still has the beauty of
fine sculpture. I have just been reading the third Pythian
which appears to me to bear out exactly what I said* What
he says i$ largely composed of commonplaces: nothing
brilliant or original: the impression is made by a sort of
statuesque beauty in the way in which his imagination
grasps the stories of Peleus and Cadmus and Coronis and
by    the noble and severe restraint of his manner," as I
said. Your phrases rapidity, brilliance, abruptness, suggest
to me rather Shakespeare, Browning, Byron in Don Juan,
etc* I hardly understand them about P. But he is such a
very difficult author and sensations of strong admiration
are often so difficult to analyse that I may be missing very
characteristic points in him. The only rapidity I see is one
of free transition from episode to episode, but the treat-
ment of each is a$ grave and severe as can be; only the
main lines a$ in renef—none of the details as painting
gives them*
Yours ever,
john bailey,

